
Response Support 
Plan

In all situations it is my response that decides 
whether a crisis will be escalated or de-escalated or 
a child humanized or de-humanized.”   

-Dr. Haim Ginott“
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Response Support Plan | AGITATION

Functional Behavioral Assessment and Positive Behavioral Support Plan

What does it look like?

Staff Response | List calming strategies and supports:

If at any time safety becomes a concern, use contact information provided on the next page.

Response Support Plan | ACCELERATION

What does it look like?

Staff Response | List calming strategies and supports:

If at any time safety becomes a concern, use contact information provided on the next page.
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� Attachments

� Attachments
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Putting head down, starring off, not completing work, looking down at table or desk, frowning or neutral face, does not respond to 
staff when they check in with him, set jaw, pursed lips, shallow breathing, walks away from others, eyebrows furrowed, looks as if 
he is in deep thought, calls mom or asks to talk to mom 

Connect with and offer support or redirection (stated in positive terms - say what you want him to do not what he should not 
do); Use Name It to Tame It strategy (i.e, “You seem like something is troubling you. That’s no fun.); Offer beef jerky and/or 
gatarode; In a non-threatening voice, remind  of expectatons and how his behavior affects others; Avoid powerstruggles; 
Provide fidgets; Allow time in break space; Use hand signals/gestrues (i.e., smiles, thumbs up); Increase wait time to support 
processing needs; Antiseptic bouncing; Use a soft, calm voice; Use non-threatening body language ; Prompt or allow to home base

Refusing work, difficulty sitting and listening to directions, clenching fists, leaving rooms with our without asking, pushing papers off 
table, scribbling on paper, kicking table, tapping pencil, a neutral facial expression; calls mom or asks to talk to mom

Model (without acknowledging) calming strategies such as deep breathing
Offer (visually) break or home base or allow  
Offer (visually) to take a cognitive break
Use “drive-by” check ins
Let  know you have concern for him through the use of empathetic statements and supportive body language 
Provide visual or procedure of pre-taught calming techniques 
Use distraction with helping jobs 
Provide limited choices



Response Support Plan | PEAK

Functional Behavioral Assessment and Positive Behavioral Support Plan

What does it look like?

Staff Response | List calming strategies and supports:
If at any time safety becomes a concern, use contact information provided below.

List non-violent crisis intervention techniques:

All use of seclusion and restraint should follow provisions set in 2011 Wis. Act 125. The Act applies to both regular and special education students 
and prohibits the use seclusion or physical restraint except when certain conditions apply. 
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Connection 
calms.”  

- Dan Siegel
“

� Attachments

Contact Names for Additional Assistance
Name: Contact Information:

At what point will additional supports or strategies be utilized?  
(i.e., familial involvement, law enforcement, and/or suspension)
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Loud vocal volume, red face, swearing, yelling, telling people to do their jobs, screaming for help, 
pounding/hitting fists/head, slamming doors repetitively, kicking walls, throwing items - can be 
selective about what he throws, slamming furniture to the ground, tearing paper, clearing tables, 
walking out of the building, invading personal space, yelling at others not to talk to him, can become 
physically aggressive to others 

Remove audience, decrease sensory stimuli, decrease verbal input, use a short familiar statement with a calm and 
quiet voice -“We care about you and need to keep you safe.”, refer to response plan visuals, model calming strategies 
such as deep breathing, use non-threatening body language, increase personal space, staff ask for a break if needed, 
avoid threats of consequences and punishment

Use supportive stance 
Use blocks 
Watch and be mindful of  non-verbals to gauge his level of escalation

Please see document created by parents, district staff, and district legal counsel 

 

 



Response Support Plan | DE-ESCALATION

Functional Behavioral Assessment and Positive Behavioral Support Plan

What does it look like?

Staff Response | How will the staff support the student as s/he de-escalates?

Response Support Plan | RECOVERY
What does it look like?

Staff Response | How will staff ensure success upon re-entry into the least restrictive environment?
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      The most important aspect of attachment is repairing a  
      rupture ”                                                                     -Dan Siegel“
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red face; doesn’t want physical touch; body still; labored, quick breathing; sits down; thirsty; open hands; doesn’t engage in 
communication; repeats verbal statements that he said while in peak but with longer sentences and greater pauses between 
repetitions

Listen 
Provide empathy and support 
Begin to mirror body language then move into modeling calming techniques (do not draw attention to what you are doing)
Model (without drawing attention to it) calming techniques such as slow rate of speech, deep breathing
Do not talk about or reference the incident
Redirect to preferred activity or special interest 

Calm body; smiling at times; willing to talk with others; playing with fidgets or tossing a ball; engages in conversations with others 
about his interests and/or objects; slower, deeper breathing; lets go over anger towards others (anger is released); uses hands to 
support his communication; face is back to normal coloring (no longer has a red face); body moves to meet his sensory needs

**this stage has lasted up 2-3 hours prior to being able to talk to him mom about the trigger

Collaborative problem solving meetings (can occur the next day) 
Modified expectations
Increased flexibility 
Ensure basic needs have been met (rest, food, drink, bathroom needs, etc.) 



Staff Response | How will staff support the student in repairing any negative outcomes?

Staff Support Plan

Functional Behavioral Assessment and Positive Behavioral Support Plan

How will staff be supported during and after escalated moments?

How will staff debrief after escalated moments?

� Meeting      � Informal conversation      � Email      � Other: _________________________________________________
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       The most valuable resources that all teachers have is each 
other. Without collaboration, our growth is limited to our own 
perspectives. ”                                                         -Robert John Meehan“

Response Support Plan | RECOVERY (continued)

� Response Plan Visual Attached

What strategies will staff use to support themselves in escalated moments?

� Visual Reminders      

� Cue Cards      

� Frequent rehearsal of response plan      

� Frequent practice of NVCI technique

� Other:
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Modified restorative practice supports and prompts 

✔

Provide time for staff to regroup 

✔ ✔

✔ ✔




